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On Primary Server :-  

 

 

On Standby Server :- 

 

 

#   BEFORE  APPLYING INCREMENTAL BACKUP : 

  

Archive Gap between Primary and Standby  Database  =  2830       LLLL   

 

 

 

 



1. On Standby Server :-   

Veriy if the Media Recovery is active 

  

As you can see aboveMRP (Process) is active,Lets stop it  

 

Now we need to know the SCN number from which we need to take the incremental backup of Primary 
Database using RMAN  

 

Note :- Always use  the SCN number resulting from the 2 nd SQL query as show above   

 

Also note down  the name and location of the Standby Controlfile as we require this information later 
while replacing the latest standby controlfile with the current one. 

 



Now; Lets shutdown the Standby Database and will mount it later when it comes to applying ncremental 
backup (However it is not mandatory,but make sure the media recovery is not active on the Standby 
Database) 

 

2. On Primary Server :-  

Create any directory (e.g. I:\standby ) where you wish to store your RMAN incremental backuppiece.  

Connect to RMAN as SYSDBA and Use following command to take the incremental back from the SCN 
that we noted down from standby server in earlier steps.  
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3. Create a new Standby Control file since we need to replace it with the old Standby Control file on 

Standby Server.  

Note :- You can give any name , but Since we  already know the current name of the standby controlfile 
hence lets keep it the same (i.e.STANDBY_BSLAMCDB.CTL)    

 

 

Now let’s check all ‘RMAN incremental backuppieces’ and ‘ Standby Controlfile’ at the specified location 
of Production Server as  we need to move them on Standby Server   

 

 

 

4. Create any directory on Standby Server to store all above backups ( eg:-. G:\standby )      

 

5.  Move all the backups from Primary Server to Standby Server . ( eg: Using a batch file )  

    

 

 



6.  Verify all the backups are properly copied on the Standby Server ; 

 

7. If the incremental backup activity is frequent on your site as ours , to simplify the process  you can 

create  ‘recovery.bat’ and ‘rman.sql ’files  as show bellow ; 

 

 

 

 

 



#    Benefit of rman.bat and rman.sql files ?  

Ans :-  In future whenever you are asked to perform this activity, You only need to edit the RMAN 
backuppiece name in the rman.sql file and then simply run rman.bat file for the same. 

 

7. MOUNT the Standby Database since it is currently it is in Shutdown state 

 

8. To start the incremental backup simply double click  rman.bat and it will start applying incremental 

backup as show below ; 

 

 

 

9. Leave the window as it is and now you can concentrate other issues as the completion of the 

activity can be  verified from  rman.log file. 

Note:- Above windows will be terminated automatically once the incremental backup is applied as we  
wrote  ‘exit ‘at the end of  rman.sql file . 

 

 

 



10. Open  rman.log and press ‘ Ctrl+End ‘  

 

There are no errors  

 

11. Shutdown the Standby Database as we need to replace the current standby controlfile with the 

latest one that we copied from Primary Server. 

 

 

 



12. Copy the latest Standby Controlfile  

 

 

13.  Rename the current Standby controlfile to old (i.e. STANDBY_BSLAMCDB_old.CTL) and Replace it 

with the New Standby Controlfile  

 

 

 

14. STARTUP NOMOUNT  and then MOUNT  Standby Database   

 



15. Start the media recover on the Standby Database by issuing following statement 

 

 

 Finally lets check verify the  SYNC between Primary and Standby Databases 

On Primary Database :-  

 

On Standby Database:- 

 

 

#   AFTER APPLYING INCREMENTAL BACKUP : 

Archive Gap between Primary and Standby  Database  =    94   ☺☺☺☺   

 

NOTE:- On our site  the number of archives generation on the Primary Database is more and 
hence till the entire activity gets completed, archive  gap between both  has increased. 

However if the number of archives generation is less , after incremental backup the archive gap 
will also be less. 


